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Swing | Definition of Swing by Merriam-Webster d (1): a trend toward a high or low point in a fluctuating cycle (as of business activity) (2): an often periodic shift
from one condition, form, position, or object of attention or favor to another. Swing | Define Swing at Dictionary.com verb (used with object), swung, swingÂ·ing. to
cause to move to and fro, sway, or oscillate, as something suspended from above: to swing one's arms in walking. to cause to move in alternate directions or in either
direction around a fixed point, on an axis, or on a line of support, as a door on hinges. Swing music - Wikipedia Swing music, or simply swing, is a form of popular
music developed in the United States that dominated in the 1930s and 1940s.The name swing came from the 'swing feel' where the emphasis is on the offâ€“beat or
weaker pulse in the music. Swing bands usually featured soloists who would improvise on the melody over the arrangement.

Swing (seat) - Wikipedia A swing is a hanging seat, often found at playgrounds for children, at a circus for acrobats, or on a porch for relaxing, although they may
also be items of indoor furniture, such as Latin American hammock or the Indian oonjal.The seat of a swing may be suspended from chains or ropes. Once a swing is
in motion, it continues to oscillate like a pendulum until external interference or drag. Swing - definition of swing by The Free Dictionary swing (swÄng) v. swung
(swÅng), swingÂ·ing, swings v.intr. 1. To move back and forth suspended or as if suspended from above. 2. To hit at something with a sweeping motion of the arm:
swung at the ball. 3. To move laterally or in a curve: The car swung over to the curb. 4. To turn in place on or as if on a hinge or pivot. 5. To move along with an
easy. Swing Synonyms, Swing Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus 2 to change the course or direction of (something) . at the sound of gunfire, the cavalry
officer swung his horse around and galloped rapidly back to the fort.

Hooked On Swing Dancing I have loved this song for a long time & I am also a fan of swing dancing so I decided to combine the two. I love that the song & the
dancing is very upbeat. Swing - Idioms by The Free Dictionary swing something Fig. to make something happen. I hope I can swing a deal that will make us all a lot
of money. We all hope you can swing it. swing 1. in. [for a person] to be up to date and modern. Tom really swings. Look at those blue suede shoes! 2. in. [for a party
or other event] to be fun or exciting. Iâ€™ve never been to a gathering that swings. Swing (Java) - Wikipedia Swing is a GUI widget toolkit for Java. It is part of
Oracle's Java Foundation Classes (JFC) â€“ an API for providing a graphical user interface (GUI) for Java programs.. Swing was developed to provide a more
sophisticated set of GUI components than the earlier Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT).Swing provides a look and feel that emulates the look and feel of several
platforms, and also supports a.

Swing dictionary definition | swing defined An example of swing used as an adjective is the phrase a swing latch which means a latch that moves back and forth to
open or close. An example of swing used as an adjective is the phrase swing shift which means a work period between the day shift and the night shift, usually 4 pm
to midnight.
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